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Short Runs &
Turnaround Times

Hambleside should
be your clear choice
We have been assisting commercial
printers for over 40 years in West Africa,
giving Hambleside International the experience that matters when you are purchasing
your next printing equipment.

For some time these matters have been
problems for the local printer, and in the
current difficult printing environment the
difficulty of price competition is a real
problem.
But now this is not a great problem for you,
because Hambleside has solutions that can
help you.

Operating in the supply of used and
reconditioned printing equipment for so
many years, has given us the opportunity
to develop outstanding relationships with
major used equipment suppliers here in
the UK and in Europe. This relationship
has allowed us to have first knowledge of
equipment currently available and coming
available at end of lease.

We can provide you with the equipment to
achieve high quality, producing Short run
print jobs in very quick turnaround time.

Collectively, we have a large choice of
equipment available to offer you that our
competitors have not. We can provide
you with used pre-press equipment, offset
printing equipment or finishing equipment,
that will best meet your needs now and in
the future. All offered with training, installation and warranty.

If you focus on improving print quality and
service, you will trusted by your customers
they will like the quality and service and not
get caught up in price wars.

It’s best to contact us directly with your
equipment needs as we can only advertise a
small amount of equipment available on our
website. We look forward to helping you.

Computer to Film

class’ components to produce film separations with excellent dot reproduction. Plus, a
direct to film, clean and chemical free
process, this compact system doesn’t need
a processor or a darkroom and is fast and
easy to use.

Because falling demand has halted the development and sales of new imagesetters, many
companies who still rely on film for their
litho, screen, flexo and specialist printing
process may need a high quality alternative.
Hambleside has the perfect, cost effective
answer!
The Inkjet imagesetter solution which combines the quality and versatility, ‘best-in-
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Leading
Support

This solution helps you control your prepress process, with improved results and Hambleside brings you the leading
consistency.
support and supplies in the industry
with unique expertise in a wide range
No Darkroom, No Processor or Chemistry, of print consumables and printing
No Hassle! Instant-Dry, inkjet coating gives technologies, equipment and parts
maximum densities, Excellent dot sharpness, provision.
microfine lines, perfect
solids each and
every time, Excellent value for money and Our UK based Customer Care
fast production
Specialists, Technicians, and Field
Engineers are networked to provide
For more information contact us:
you with expert service and timely
local support to maximize your
stephen@hambleside.co.uk or
production and keep your printing
call +44 (0)2392 354930
operation at peak performance.
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Imprint

CONTACTS

New experience of platemaking with traditional plate

The most outstanding advantage of the Hambleside Ctcp is that it can use
conventional printing plates for direct plate platemaking.
Ctcp technology could dominate most of the CTP market in West Africa.
By using conventional plates and chemicals, the Ctcp solution is looking to become
a typical plate making method across Africa. Let’s have a look into the Hambleside
Ctcp machine from the UK and appreciate its unique strength of plate making with
conventional plate.

Low cost - Simple and elegant appearance

The modern exterior design of the Hambleside Ctcp looks well-designed and feels
solid and strong.

Following Stephen Harris’1st visit to Lagos
in November last year and looking forward
to his next trip shortly, Hambleside are
now seeing a significant increase through
our web site enquiry section demand for
good quality refurbished print equipment.
This is particularly prevalent in the
pre-press equipment arena, where we are
seeing lots of enquires for our refurbished
Violet technology CTP systems and our
inkjet CTP systems.

Significant cost advantage

The range Hambleside has to offer in CTP
solutions, now makes the decision to move
from conventional film platemaking to
Computer to plate (CTP), very affordable,
especially with the falling demand of film
that has now stopped the development and
manufacture of new imagesetters.

Maintenance

Major global manufacturers of film
have stopped producing film and are
concentrating on CTP plate manufacturing.

Superior in functions and favourable when considering in overall cost, the Hambleside Ctcp is highly cost-effective. Compared to the conventional plate-making process, and other CTP systems. Ctcp saves not only manpower, material resources
and financial resources by eliminating a series of steps, such as film outputting, plate
makeup, exposure, developing, etc, but also relieves the cost pressure of using a
CTP plate.

In addition, the high-quality key parts of Ctcp reduce the cost of maintenance, and
being upgradable, enable printing companies who don’t have too much money to
buy devices initially and need to upgrade their devices after growing their output
capacity. It’s not exaggerating to say that the Hambleside Ctcp is one of the lowest cost CTP solutions on the market. We are expecting an increase in interest and
sales.
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Hambleside has proudly been supplying the West African Print Market for over 40 years
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Hambleside can supply solutions for producing film without the
need of imagesetter, chemicals and dark room if required.

HOT DEAL!! Hambleside
CTP Scrappage Scheme
Hambleside wants to help customers upgrade their pre-press
systems with the introduction and launch of the Hambleside
Imagesetter scrappage scheme.

“At Hambleside International we always strive to continue be the very best in what we do”

Today’s Print Market is
Challenging
But still a good time to look at different products. More and
more printers are buying the Heidelberg MO printing press for
one important reason - PROFITS

Huge savings are available when you scrap your old imagesetter
and buy a CTP system from Hambleside. If you currently own a
Imagesetter that is old, broken, high maintenance, irreparable,
rendered useless due to obsolete parts or becoming expensive
to run then it qualifies for the Hambleside Scrappage Scheme.

“I would like to thank the many companies that gave me time to
meet with me, It was a pleasure meeting them and learning more
about the Lagos print market requirements and following up on
their enquires. It was also a great pleasure to personally deliver an
order to Mr Peter Oyeladun of Pomat Peters Nigeria Limited
Conventional plate production featured by imagesetter, film
(above) a new customer of Hambleside International”.
and PS plate will not be able to keep its position in pre-press
industry for much longer, the sales turnover of computer to
plate machines and related products such as inkjet imaging
systems are experiencing tremendous growth globally.

A Wide Choice of Printing
Blankets for your presses
The choice of printing
and coating blankets
plays a crucial role in
determining the quality
of the finished printed
product.
Hambleside
has a diverse selection
of high quality printing blankets and coating blankets designed
to achieve the perfect
printed image and enhance the process of
printing on presses.

Whilst conventional methods using film are declining and
internationally renowned pre-press suppliers and plate
manufacturers have all developed full line of CTP products.
Computer to Plate technology’s time has come. It was only just
over 14 years ago when 2 or 3 major vendors globally were
offering ctp solutions, today there are over 40 different solutions to move away from film.
Be careful talking to any supplier that can only offer one type
of CTP solution it may not be the best one for your company.
Hambleside can offer different CTP solutions that will best suit
your requirement now and in the future.

Visit www.hambleside-international.co.uk or contact us with
your enquiry to see how we can help.

Refurbished Densitometers
The Heidelberg MO is an excellent printing machine for the
printer looking to upgrade from a KORD 64, with a print paper
size of 480 x 650 mm and plate size of 650 x 550mm and similar
features to the KORD 64 the Heidelberg MO printing machine
requires very little training to operate.

We have a selection of excellent quality Heidelberg MO’s
presses just come available from single colour to multi-colour
at very good prices.

A FREE Technical Guide

The densitometer provides you with information that will guide
and help in the decisions you make as you print a job.
Using a densitometer helps you control your print process from
beginning to end, with improved results quality and consistency,
while reducing costs.

Exact dot reproduction; rich, even solids; quick sheet and web
release; and reduced piling - all of this is achieved with the aid
of Hambleside blankets. Excellent smash resistance and gauge
stability guarantee top performance. And this quality pays off, as
printers who use optimum printing and coating blankets work
much more efficiently and economically!

facebook.com/hamblesideLimited
								

Hambleside International have a selection of Refurbished and
Ex-demonstration Densitometers for sale at discounted prices
offering great savings

Any printing process from the simplest black and white work to
complex colour work will benefit from the use of a densitometer. You might manage without one, but your printed product
Presses’ are available multi-colour with pin register system
will never have the consistency and quality that you would get
offering very quick 4 colour make ready. Print run speeds up to
through the use of densitometry.
13,000 Impression per hour. Fast stop / start up’s with minimal
waste to regain colour and damp. The Heidelberg MO printing
press will increase your print quality and Production. From the
moment you choose Hambleside to supply your next piece of
print machinery you know you are in good hands. Printing can
become less challenging and more profitable.

Film & CTP Plates

Hambleside offers a huge selection of popular Agfa Film /
Additional value from Hambleside includes technical informa- Plates, Kodak & Fuji Plates. Please contact us with your
tion on machine packing requirements and torquing numbers. enquiry on +44 (0)2392 354930 or export@hambleside.co.uk

Providing high quality and innovative products we can create
real value for our customers.
Combine this with our industry knowledge detailed
understanding of our products and 40 years supplying the West
African printing market you have a supplier that can make
a significant difference to any printer who is looking to gain a
technical advantage at a competitive price in a challenging print
market.

If you register an interest on our website - to replace your
imagesetter in 2015 with a Hambleside CTP System, you
could receive up to £5,000 towards your CTP system. Because
CTP technology is now widely accepted globally, the market
of the traditional plate making equipment and the consumable
materials are greatly shrinking.
The manufacturing of film related equipment is slowing down
or stopped its production already. This affects a range of equipment including the imagesetters, film processors, plate processors, plate exposure systems. According to some industry
experts, film production will no longer exist in the future with
some major global manufactures already pulling out of manufacturing film already.

A name you can depend on!

Get your FREE copy now by signing up to our weekly E-mail
offers and updates. Go to http://eepurl.com/30hpD

We have a selection of densitometer models available, all easy
to use for every application and these are a must have tool for
printers. Offering accurate information, CMYK density and dot
gain etc.

www.hambleside-international.co.uk
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